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F or Immediate Release
F orum Communications, Inc. and Security Solutions
Install First Responder Solution at John Wayne
International Airport
Richardson, Texas August 26, 2005 – Forum Communications, Inc. and Security Solutions
Install First Responder Solution at John Wayne International Airport
Forum Communications International, a recognized leader in the innovation, development and
manufacturing of state-of-the-art audio conferencing bridges and Security Solutions (Los
Alamitos, CA) announced today the installation of a new product -- Alert Plus a preeminent airport
security system specifically designed to provide instant collaboration and response collaboration.
The Alert Plus establishes a new benchmark to support public safety and infrastructure safety
programs, especially during national emergencies or local threats.
The strategic alliance between Forum
Communications and Security Solutions has
spawned a union dedicated to promoting
homeland security solutions that satisfy federal
requirements for the protection and safety of
travelers using commercial air travel.
“Our work with Security Solutions and the
release of our new Alert Plus system represents
a major milestone for commercial airports
seeking to either upgrade outdated first response
technology and/or needing to comply with new
homeland security standards,” said Richard Penn, Forum's vice president of marketing, sales and
business development. Citing the two companies’ recent installation at John Wayne Airport in
Orange County, California, Penn added, “Commercial airports
today still rely on outmoded methods of first alert procedures.
By working with Security Solutions, we're advancing the first
responder standard and helping airports reassure passengers
that all measures are being employed to ensure their well
being.”
“By bringing together the two companies, a clear vision has
emerged between the two organizations for smoothly
integrating their respective know-how. We are both committed
to ensuring that we maximize the potential of what we are
certain will evolve into a recognized first response security
solution for commercial airports” said Security Solutions chief
executive officer, Tim DeWeese.
The alliance is a partnership that understands the rapidly evolving homeland security industry.
Forum and Security Solutions team effort creates a powerful synergy to integrate Forum's Alert
Plus products and Security Solutions prevailing security operations expertise with exceptional

efficiencies and speed. The alliance embraces its responsibility to the commercial airport industry
and their urgent mandate to migrate from today's out-of-date, PBX-oriented first alert systems to
a system like Alert Plus which has been designed specifically for first response applications.
Forum Communications International is known worldwide for reliable affordable teleconferencing
technology, offering a full suite of teleconference and emergency collaboration solutions for
business and emergency communications. Forum is actively involved in the National Community
Reinvestment Coalition to create high-potential business partnerships.
Security Solutions has a proven track record of developing high-technology systems for high
requirement clients throughout the country. Security Solutions employs the finest technicians,
installers and service personnel. Security Solutions has grown to be the largest independent,
systems integration company in Southern California.

About Forum Communications
Forum Communications has been at the forefront in Conference Server design with a 17 Year
Commitment to design quality and customer satisfaction, with over 100,000 ports in service for
Business, Federal, State and Local Governments, and DoD installations around the Globe.
For more information call Forum Communications at (972) 680-0700 or visit our website at
www.forum-com.com.
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